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Don’t miss the chance to learn the building fire safety!
Hi Bob, Are you ok?...You are starting the installation of the fire
doors. It should be very costly. When the fire occurs, we can run
away from the building fire. I can run fast.

Hi, Hiroshi, of course, I am fine. Is the installation of the fire doors waste
for you? I visited the fire seminar by BSPP on 4th May, a presenter told
us that the fire smokes would be filled in the staircases soon, if the fire
doors would not be installed when fire occurs. So, it is impossible, to
evacuate by staircase with filled in the smokes even you can run fast.

Hmmm, the presenter of BSPP is a spy of the fire facilitate supplier?
He recommended to spend the money with threatening Bob about
the building fire.
Hi Catherine, are you moving from my flat? Why?
Hi Hiroshi, yes, I am moving to Bob's flat from your flat. When I joined
in the seminar of BSPP, I understood the importance of the fire doors. I
felt attractive to the words that "Building protects us". So, I decided to
move to the flat of Bob in which the fire doors would be installed. His
building can make me relief!

Oh Catherine, don't move from my flat. I can run faster together
with you when fire occurs. I protect you, and building cannot
protect you!

Hiroshi, you should be better to join the PWD
seminar to learn fire safety! Bye Bye!

We recommend you to join the BSPP seminar with Hiroshi, you still have a good chance
to join another seminar of PWD. Don't miss! PWD seminar is sure to be useful for you,
and it is also sure not to make you boring! Next seminar will come soon, Once again
don't miss the next chance!
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The first seminar has been finished on 4th may 2019, More than 100 persons
were joined in the seminar.
Please see the below, the fire smoke would be filled in the staircase, because the
staircase becomes the chimney. Namely, smoke trends to go anywhere, if we
don't install any barriers like fire doors.

Fire Source

Fire simulation shown in the seminar
I saw the demonstration of building survey.
They
were
also
interesting
to
me!
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